Identification of a cis-acting element required for dendritic targeting of activity-regulated cytoskeleton-associated protein mRNA.
The mRNA encoding activity-regulated cytoskeleton-associated protein (Arc) is known to be targeted to dendritic regions that have received strong synaptic inputs. However, the cis-acting elements in Arc mRNA that mediate dendritic targeting have not been identified. To identify the dendritic targeting element (DTE) in rat Arc mRNA, we expressed reporter mRNAs containing various regions of Arc in primary hippocampal neurones and analysed their subcellular distribution by in situ hybridization. Here, we report that the 3'-untranslated region of rat Arc mRNA contains a 350-nucleotide DTE with strong dendritic targeting activity and another 370-nucleotide sequence with weaker dendritic targeting activity. The 350-nucleotide DTE does not share any obvious sequence similarity with other known DTEs previously reported.